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Dynamics 365 Helps E-Commerce
Businesses Reach Out To the Global
Audience

Most companies that are embracing digital
transformation in the recent years are swaying
towards Dynamics 365 for increased agility and
smoother performance. Dynamics 365, when
deployed by the right partner, can upgrade
both your B2B and B2C channels and
streamline business operations. Besides, the
tools and applications can help you gain better
visibility over your business operations and
eventually develop a worldwide brand that
caters to your customers’ expectations of faster
and richer experiences.

This business application
suite can craft a rich buying
experience for customers
who prioritize the value and
quality of a product the
most.
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Fuel Your Business’s Growth In the
Global Markets With Dynamics
365

Dynamics 365 allows you to resolve existing
issues as quickly as possible, increase
productivity and encourage innovation across
the organization. Additionally, you can unify all
your business activities on the same platform
including those of inventory management,
manufacturing, retailing and sales partnerships.
Apart from this you can also take a closer look
into who your customers are, what they are
really looking for, are there any needs of
customizations, stock in the warehouse etc.
Unlike earlier times, now with Dynamics 365 at
your disposal, your employees would be
notified when inventory should be stocked and
cleared.

A cloud-based ERP and CRM
platform like Dynamics 365
can be useful in sustaining
success and expanding your
business without the usual
deterrents related to
sourcing, procuring and
managing resources.
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Attain Better Flexibility, Control
And Speed Over Your Business
Processes

In order to identify and capitalize on the
profitable scopes of your business, you must
attain operational flexibility, improved sales
insights and better control of processes on the
e-commerce trading platform. Dynamics 365
assists business leaders in enhancing their
technological agility and resultantly offers them
enough opportunities to comply with the ever-
evolving trends and needs of the market. The
biggest advantage of Dynamics 365 lies in the
fact that it can be used by anyone in the
organization despite their technological
proficiency and therefore, doesn’t have to
depend on independent vendors for it.

Market stalwarts have
accepted that during
unforeseen disruptions,
Dynamics 365 had made it
easier for them to connect,
collaborate and share
important updates on the
same platform.
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Close more deals with better
forecasting, collaboration and
guided selling.

Uncover insights to identify the
primary areas of revenue.

Improve buyer experience by
suggesting the next action.

Increased Sales

Valuable Insights

Product Recommendations
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A Unified Platform Offers Greater
Visibility

Regardless of the nature of your business, your
objective should be to ensure that your
inventory has enough stock at all times to fulfil
the demands of your customers as promised.
This is where the role of an all-in-one ERP
system comes into play. Dynamics 365 stores
and exhibits every bit of information about the
retail and wholesale channels, whether historic
or present, on the same platform so that you
can keep a track of the updates and changes
made in the data without any additional hassle.
You will be immediately notified after a product
leaves your warehouse, or when it is returned
to its source through real-time data and
allocate stocks accordingly.

Increasing visibility across all
your business channels
would play an influential
role in enriching customer
satisfaction and
engagement.
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Improve Storytelling And Leave an
Everlasting Impression On Your
Customers’ Minds

With Dynamics 365 Commerce, generating
images, videos and web banners for your
products can be made easier and hassle-free.
Furthermore, by integrating it with platforms
like Power BI, you can develop customized
dashboards that create a unified view of the
details related to each of your customer on the
e-commerce platform. This automatically
makes way for better customer support
achieved through relevant product
recommendations, inventory and supply chain
management, and merchandising. Other than
this, you can quickly update the details of your
new products as soon as they are released and
fabricate promotional content that would
successfully create a powerful impact.

Every customer who has
been a part of your
company’s journey comes
with a unique set of
requirements and expects
them to be acknowledged
with recommendations that
match their buying history.
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Expand Globally In the Right Way
Dynamics 365 along with the other business
tools of Microsoft will help you strengthen the
very core of the global business you are aiming
to set up and render omni-channel customer
experience.  With a single dashboard recording
useful data about each customer, analysing
their behaviours and spotting hidden trends to
accelerate marketing automation and innovate
loyalty privileges are made easier.

Establishing a multi-national
business would be on the
right track only when you
have an end-to-end solution
that can be scaled up or
down and adapted to any
channel backing it up.
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Close more deals with better
forecasting, collaboration and
guided selling.

Improve customer profiles
with audience intelligence.

Activate real-time insights
across customer engagement
platforms through turnkey
integrations with Microsoft.

Understand Customer
Needs in Real-Time

Access Holistic
Customer View

Personalize Customer
Journeys



 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER 
Applications | Automation | Analytics 

Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services. 

Office No 125, 
Al Ferdous 4, 
Al Wasl Road, Dubai. 

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Contact us:

Connect with us:

linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai

facebook.com/techfalcondubai

https://twitter.com/techfalcondub


